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Abstract

Virtual environments are increasingly being used in networked situations for distributed collaboration. However, there is still very little research about the social and technical aspects of collaboration and how these relate to issues influencing overall usability of such environments. The aim of this study is to examine different patterns of collaboration, and how to increase the effectiveness of the leader's (facilitator's) role and level of engagement with an intelligent tool. Different issues are discussed and are related to the usability of groupware technology in a meeting, which are arising from the facilitator's performance in a meeting. This paper introduces new techniques in collaborative intelligence and business intelligence which aims to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of dispersed collaborations and related leadership issues.

Introduction

People often face different problems that are challenging, complex and difficult for an individual to solve. Collaboration helps people to accomplish more than they could as separate individuals. Nevertheless, achieving effective team collaboration is a challenging organisational issue (de Vreede and Briggs, 2005).

Collaboration in Organisations

The importance of collaboration in organisations has been dramatically raised during recent years. Organisations need to do project planning, task scheduling, decision making and many other different tasks that are performed among the members of a project team composed of many specialists and experts. Collaborative teams are increasingly used in organisations in order to create value for stakeholders. These teams might be located in different geographical areas. The spread of enterprise managers all over the world and the globalisation process has led to new organisation structures and virtual project management and associated knowledge management problems. Virtual teams enable organisations to take advantage of the certain kind of skills and expertise of different workers without incurring substantial travel or relocation expenses and time consumption. Therefore, the emerging need for distributed collaboration and decision making support systems is driving a move towards distributed business. Virtual organisation collaboration is a considerable issue in the area of management and team leadership. Team collaboration solutions should remove the barriers between business processes and related enterprise content. A certain sort of leadership structure as well as tools should be provided to maximise the productivity to support the team participants in achieving their shared goal.

Exploring the role of leadership in a collaborative context is a considerable issue. A leader has the role to provide an organisation with many important elements, including vision, insight, expertise, focus, and resources.
Team leaders are those who are referred to as facilitators. Facilitation is the complex skill of enabling a group of people to complete a task. Facilitation might be a formal role within a group or a complex task which is contributed by leaders to the group. The purpose of facilitation is to increase group effectiveness. By helping a group improve its processes, it can increase the quality of its decision-making processes, increase group member commitment to the decisions which are being made, and decrease time for effective implementation. Facilitation in organisations is a complicated task and often difficult to sustain in groups (Adams et al., 2004).

**Collaboration Engineering Elements**

The emerging field of collaboration engineering formulates a method for designing high-value recurring collaboration processes which capture the master facilitators, packaging the processes in such a way that can be transferred to practitioners without the intervention of the professional facilitators. The collaboration engineering design must mitigate the lack of collaboration facilitation expertise of the people who execute it. Practitioners of recurring processes can learn to conduct different tasks and even pass the skill to others without learning to become a general facilitator (de Vreede and Briggs, 2005).

All kinds of team building tasks reveal a certain kind of pattern which can be reused. A pattern is a reusable concept or design that can be applied to problems and linked to goals. Collaboration Business Patterns, which is also referred to as user to user or U2U pattern, enables interaction and collaboration between users. This pattern is found in different situations in which small or extended teams work together in order to achieve a goal. Team rooms, bulletin boards and online meetings are examples of collaboration (Adams et al., 2007). The collaboration patterns areas are:

- **GENERATE:** (gather, create, and elaborate; decompose, expand); Move from having fewer to having more concepts in the pool of concepts shared by the group.
- **REDUCE:** (detect, abstract, summarize); Move from having many concepts to a focus on fewer concepts that the group deems worthy of further attention.
- **CLARIFY:** (describe); Move from having less to more shared understanding of the concepts and of the words and phrases used to express them.
- **ORGANISE:** (classify, structure); Move from less to more understanding of the relationships among concepts the group is considering.
- **EVALUATE:** (poll, rank, assess); Move from less to more understanding of the relative value of the concepts under consideration.
- **BUILD CONSENSUS:** (measure, diagnose, advocate, resolve); Move from less to more agreement among stakeholders so that they can arrive at mutually acceptable commitments (Noor et al., 2007).

**Collaboration Engineering and Business Intelligence**

Collaboration engineering is a novel area in the field of business and management. Different kinds of collaborative approaches and modelling methods as well as a set of collaborative tools and techniques have been used in the area of collaboration engineering to support further research studies. Business Intelligence (BI) is a business management term that refers to applications and related technologies which are being used to collect, analyse, and provide access to data and information about an organisation’s behaviour. Business Intelligence applications and technologies help companies develop data-based decision making processes for business decisions. Some of the BI applications are used to store and analyse the data, for example data mining, data warehouses, and decision support systems.

**Data Mining**

Data mining is the process of automatically searching large volumes of data for specific patterns using tools such as classification, association rule mining, clustering, etc. Data mining describes the science of extracting useful information from large datasets or databases. Data mining and Artificial Intelligence are being used to develop Decision support systems. A decision support system or tool is one specifically designed to allow business end users to perform computer generated analyses of data on their own. Social data mining gathers data implicitly by mining and redistributing information from computational records of social activities. It is proposed to use this technique to collect data from the facilitated collaborations and the social communications people have during the sessions within this study.

**Project Implications**

Collaboration engineering is based on identifying patterns within the collaboration processes. Collaboration processes need to be supported by facilitators that require certain kind of skills and competences which are developed and transferred to practitioners. In dispersed meetings the facilitators are faced with a larger number of users or even simultaneous meetings. A certain kind of technology is required to help the facilitator to analyse the situation in meetings and also predict the on-going collaboration status. The analysis should be carried out according to the diagnosis rules described by the adopted pattern language (Macaulay and Alabulkurum, 2007). Facilitators might encounter a range of different alternatives and they need to choose the best possible option among all available ones. Facilitators play a critical role in electronically supported decision making groups. Facilitators need to perform planning for collaboration processes based on problem solving and decision-making analysis. Ho and Antunes (1999) suggest that limited support to planning group activities is one of the issues that facilitators need to deal with. There should be a facilitation tool to support remote meetings, analyse and understand issues which are of concern in a group, and lead the group towards a shared goal.

**Implication in Terms of ThinkLet Design**

For an organisational team to achieve a particular goal, several steps may be required, and consequently a collaboration engineer design is typically composed of several ThinkLets. The term, ThinkLet sequence refers to recurring combinations of a different number of ThinkLets that may be reused as a single unit in work practice designs (see example in Figure 1). The important point is that when recording a design of a collaboration process that invokes a sequence of these patterns of collaboration, the specific facilitation interventions to create these patterns should be packaged such that they can be successfully re-created. This can be achieved through recording and documentation of ThinkLet sequences that have been used and an efficient retrieval system should be engaged in order to access the desired data when required.

Although ThinkLets create predictable thinking patterns, the facilitator should detect that they are suitable for the task in hand. It should also be noted that the position of the chosen ThinkLet in the node needs to be chosen by team facilitators. Another important issue is the fact that the exact components of ThinkLet transition and the potential to perform the transition have to be analysed by the facilitator in the group.
Implication in Terms of Facilitation and Leadership Promotion

Collaboration engineering needs to address two key challenges:

1. Developing a more complete and accurate perception of how teams accomplish their tasks by analysing various collaboration patterns and these patterns are possible to be invoked by participants predictably.
2. Developing better understanding of how collaboration designs can be transferred to collaboration practitioners in a way that results in self-sustaining and growing practice communities (Briggs et al., 2006).

Managing knowledge is an important element of collaborative group processes which is done by the group leader. Groups cannot fully benefit from their efforts unless they are provided by a leader to keep track of their ideas, decisions and agreements. Researchers have been suggesting that virtual teams are suffering from the lack of a formal leader. Leadership is necessary to move the team forward. Recent work on virtual teams suggests that leadership, in this electronic context, might be better viewed as a developmental process to which all members of the team may contribute by sharing and rotating leadership roles and leadership becomes a collective effort distributed among team members.

Quinn’s leaderplex framework suggests eight different roles for a leader in a group (see Figure 2). As we can see in quadrant IV, facilitation is described as one of the roles of a leader in a group. This focus is similar to the objectives of a participative leader, who is primarily concerned with actively engaging each member of the team in the task at hand through methods such as shared problem-solving and the equalisation of power within the team.

Figure 2: Leaderplex Model (from Cante et al., 2001)

This type of leader behaviour can enhance team performance through increased participation. Further, participative leadership can be especially effective in combination with the collaborative technologies used by virtual teams because it is consistent with the spirit of promoting participation that is common among these tools (Cante et al., 2001). Facilitation might be considered as an important strength of leaders. An effective facilitator is a leader, a follower, a collaborator, and a servant to the group. Like collaboration, facilitation can be learnt only through experience. It is both a behaviour and a mental process, demanding parallel monitoring of several different processes occurring simultaneously during teamwork sessions. During the project experiments we will run many facilitated collaborations so that many aspects of leadership can be learnt and promoted.

Research Methodology and Design

The research methodology we have chosen is the Information Systems Design Research Methodology. Design research includes the analysis of the use and performance of designed artefacts to understand, explain and very frequently to improve on the behaviour of aspects of Information Systems (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Design Research Methodology
(from http://www.isworld.org/Researchdesign/dirtSworld.htm)
The awareness of the research problem comes from reading papers, journals and books related to IS, leadership, facilitation, AI and data mining which revealed the requirement for an intelligent tool in the area of team leadership and facilitation.

Suggestions are made when the problem is recognized. The suggestion to our problem statement is designing an intelligent tool which helps the facilitators in decision-making processes.

In the development phase the techniques for implementation is described which of course vary depending on the artefact to be constructed. A formal proof is required in this phase which is normally described in a form of an algorithm. In our case, this step describes the techniques required to formalize, name and document ThinkLets according to accurate combinations which may occur in collaboration sessions in a dataset. In order to achieve this stage, we will run different facilitated collaboration sessions in the form of the groups of participants and facilitators using the ThinkTank software. ThinkTank is used for a structured process which leads users for collaboration that can support the continuous growth inside a group or in a wider range as an organisation.

The WEKA Machine

Once we had managed to complete the dataset, we will feed the result into a data analysis system and choose the proper machine learning method. This job is performed using the WEKA machine (Hollmes et al., 1994). The WEKA toolkit applies standard machine learning techniques to real world data. A sample of the dataset is shown in Table 1. This dataset needs to be saved in CSV or ARFF format and then should be fed into the WEKA machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Task Type</th>
<th>ThinkLet(1)</th>
<th>ThinkLet(2)</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>ThinkLet(n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generates ideas</td>
<td>One minute make</td>
<td>Gold miner</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Crow Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem without idea</td>
<td>Top five</td>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Straw poll</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: WEKA Machine Input Sample

Once we had managed to complete the dataset, we then need to choose a learning method which WEKA supports.

In the evaluation phase the intelligent tool is constructed and is going to be evaluated according to the criteria described in the awareness phase. The behaviour of the tool in terms of quantitative and qualitative expectations is going to be studied. The result of this study might either confirm or contradict the usability of the tool in terms of its supportive characteristics in the area of distributed team leadership. In some cases feedback from different loops between the evaluation and the problem awareness might be useful to gain more information and data which can suggest a re-design or a new design.

Conclusion

The results of this study should provide a ThinkLet module set which is classified with respect to its application in different collaboration sessions that guides facilitators in decision-making analysis. Although there might be deviations from expected tool behaviour, they can be considered as future work and further research. Furthermore, a variety of different leadership education approaches will be assessed and experimented with the potential to the evolution and promotion of this knowledge area. The experiments may reveal certain kinds of collaboration designs in the area of Requirements Engineering which could then be used, in the form of a template, as part of a company’s intellectual property.
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